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MEMORANDUM
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FROM: Doak C. Cox
RE: Agency exemption lists as published in the
September 23, 1975 EQC Bulletin
In the formulation of Environmental Impact Statement regulations pursuant
to HRS 343 the Environmental Quality Commission appropriately recognizes, as
do we, the need to define certain specific types of actions which because of
their minimal environmental impact should clearly be exempt from the requirement
for preparation of an EIS.
As stated in Regulations, Sub. -- Part D, 1:33 Exempt Classes of Action,
agencies are directed to develop a list of specific types of actions which fall
within the exempt classes as established by EQC, section 1:33a items 1-10.
Sections 1:33b and d provide certain additional limitations on the types of
actions which may be exempted. Specifically: 1) if the cumulative impact of
successive actions is significant; 2) if the action will impact in a particularly
sensitive environment, and 3) if the action fails to meet the letter and intent
of the classes established by EQC and Chapter 343 of HRS.
On examination of the proposed list of actions to be exempt from the
preparation of an EIS as published in the September 23, 1975 EQC Bulletin we
have noted a number of exemptions which may well permit projects clearly in
violation of the intent and the letter of HRS 343, as well as being incompatible
and inconsistent with the current regulations. A major difficulty experienced
in reviewing the currently proposed exemption list arises in determining the
intent of the scope of the classes established by EQC. The use of such terms as
II neg ligible li (class 1), IIgenerally on the same site ll and II substantially the same
purpose ll -- etc. (class 2), II sma llll facilities or structures (class 3), II minor
alterations ll (class 4), II serious or major ll disturbance (class 5), II minor li and
II structures li (class 7), permits a broad interpretation of the regulations from
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the standpoints of both the proposer and the reviewer of any project. Certainly
weed control involving a few hundred feet bordering a highway probably ought
not require an EIS. On the·other hand, aerial spraying of many hundreds of
acres of land will ha~e a significant environmental impact.
In our review of this exemption list we will undoubtedly raise questions
over actions which to the proposers seem clearly to be without "s ignificant"
impact. However,since the potential impact depends largely on the scope of the
project and since at the present this seems ill defined, if at all, then any
activity where potential environmental impact may be generated should be taken
into consideration in view of the basic intent of HRS 343.
The following proposed exemptions represent activities which may have
significant environmental impacts and therefore should not be exempt from the
EIS requirements of HRS 343.
Department of Land and Natural Resources
Class 1: Operations, repairs or maintenance.
g. Observation structures
Would these be limited to wildlife blinds or can it include such
observation structures as the Pali Lookout?
i. Forest stands
Forest stands are not structures, facilities, equipment or topographical
features according to the full definition of Class 1.
o. Revegetation of burned or eroded areas
The replanting of very large areas such as might result from forest
fires could have great impact depending on the species selected for
replanting. It may not be in the best interest of forestry to replant
with "previously existing" species as would be called for in Class 1.
p. Control of disease$, rodent and insect ests, or infestation b exotic
pants.
Any activity to control plant and animal populations and distribution
without limiting the scope of the control creates a potential impact
on the environment.
Class 2: Replacement or Reconstruction
The basic question raised by each of our reviewers concerned the inter-
pretation of the words "generally" and "substantially" in the Class 2 definition.
e. Artificial Reef
There was unanimity in our concern for an Environmental Assessment or
EIS for replacement or reconstruction of artificial reefs.
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h. Roads, road structures or trails
Each of our reviewers was deeply concerned over.the potential impacts
of actions of this 'type. Replacement or reconstruction of roads, road
structures, or trails only has to be sufficient to permit ready access
either by hikers, motorists or tour buses to drastically affect the
environment.
Because of the general tendency to replace or reconstruct structures to a
larger and more permanent status, and the lack of preciseness in the Class 2
definition, it could be argued that a significant environmental impact could
result from any or all 8 items listed for exemptions.
Class 3: Small Facilities, Structures and Equipment
a. Single cabin
Since this exemption could involve the placement of a single cabin and
its associated activities in conservation or wilderness areas thus
potentially allowing habitation and its attendant ingress and egress
through previously restricted areas, a potential environmental impact
surely exists.
Class 4: Minor Landscape Alteration
e. Weed and brush control
The lack of a precise definition for II minor li creates the potential for
environmental impact associated with weedand brush control. Also the
lack of information as to where such control would be permitted. As
the exemption is currently proposed it would presumably apply as a
blanket exemption irregardless of the land use, i.e. conservation, wet
lands, or wilderness areas.
Class 5: Research and Testing
a. Pens and enclosures
Will this exemption permit the construction of pens and enclosures for
IItesting purposes ll for new species introductions? Might existing pens
originally constructed for one animal (mouflon sheep for example) be
converted to pens for Axis deer without the need for an EIS to adequately
assess the potential impact of the results of such research?
b. Observation structures
What is included as an 1I 0bservation structure ll ? Might this exemption
permit astronomy activities on the Big Island without the need for an
EIS?
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d. Wildlife and game surveys, censuses, inventories, studies,
photographing, recording, sampling, collection and propagation
We are particularly concerned with the II coll ection and propagation ll
aspects of this exemption. What animals or plants are being considered?
Without additional information it would appear that any type of wfldlife
propagation could be undertaken in the name of research without the
broad EIS review of the potential consequences.
e. Surve~s, censuses, inventories, studies, photographing, recording,
sampllng, collection, culture and propagation of aquatic biota.
In this list we are again particularly concerned about exempting from
an EIS review the II cu lture an.d propagation of aquatic biota. II For
example, would this exemption apply to testing tanks for eel propagation?
h. Fish-kill investigations
Will this exemption permit the use of poisons such as Rotenone in fish
investigations?
i. Releases and recoveries
This exemption apparently would permit releases and recoveries of any
animal or plant as long as it was deemed IIresearchll without the need for
an EIS.
j. Starfish control
This is a particularly unjustified and potentially serious exemption.
Any type of broad blanket exemption to permit animal or plant control
without an EIS is contrary to the intent of HRS 343. There is some
serious basic doubt as to the need for starfish control in the first
place. If control is required, certainly any method proposed will affect
the accompanying organisms thus requiring an EIS on the basis of signi-
flCant environmental impact on the coastal waters (Regulations 1:31, a, 11).
m. Gated access roads and trails to data collection stations and field
research stations.
If a broad interpretation is used then the above exemption could permit
trail and field stations and accompanying personnel, equipment and
activities in wilderness and conservation areas.
Class 6: Administrative Activities
a. Management of aquatic, forestry, land, historic, recreation and water
resources.
What is included as IImanagementll? If this refers to fiscal and
bookkeeping matters it does not require an EIS anyway. If it refers to
operation, construction, or maintenance then it does not belong in Class 6.
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Why might an EIS be required for this activity?
.
c. Land acquis·ition .
If the land is to be acquired specifically for construction of some
structure or facility which will in turn have a potential environmental
impact, then it would appear more appropriate to evaluate that potential
impact prior to finalizing the acquisition. The exemption does not
seem particularly compatible with the Class 6 definition ..
d. Vehicle and equipment maintenance
It would seem that this exemption should be under Class 1: Operations,
Repairs or Maintenance not Class 6: Administrative Activities.
Class 7: Minor Accessory Structures
A precise definition of IIminor li is lacking in the definition of Class 7.
Hence a potential environmental impact exists with several of the proposed
exemptions.
a. Fencing
There are no limiting factors on the location, height or materials for
this exemption. t'A IIminor li fence in a critical area could well affect
the distribution of certain species of wildlife or plants, or the access
by hunters.
e. Fuel tanks and water tanks
Are the water tanks to serve as game animal watering stations. If so,
they may significantly affect the environment.
g. Water catchments, lines and faucets
This exemption lacks any restriction on the size of such water catchments
etc. Again the term IIminor li permits a wide latitude of interpretation
in the construction of water catchments. If of sufficient size, they
may well have a significant environmental effect.
One final comment. seems in order. A number of the proposed exemptions seem
to involve actions which under essentially no circumstances would require an
Environmen~l Impact Statement. The inclusion of these actions in the exemption
lists submitted for review serves to cloud those actions which may have a signi-
ficant impact. We refer specifically to items such as: Class 1, d. signs,
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buoys and markers; Class 4, b. walkways and guard rails; Class 5, d.e. photo-
graphing; Class 6, b. recordation of titles; to name a few. Perhaps thejustification for requestihg an exemption from the EIS requiren~nt for these
actions is clear to the proposers. However, it is not clear to our reviewers,
and the listing of these actions as exemptions reinforces our position that more
precise definitions are needed of the actions to be undertaken and included prior
to their exemption.
The granting of exemptions as is currently in practice and proposed should
be most carefu1y and conservatively evaluated until such time as more precise
definitions and limitations are adopted for the~empt classes of action specified
in these Regulations.
For actions not included on exemption lists we would strongly urge the
consolidation and evaluation of closely related projects into a single program
which could then be addressed in a single EIS or negative declaration. For
example, all weed control projects for a given county or period could be presented
and reviewed. Modification in the program could be taken care of by brief
supplemental EIS's.
The Environmental Center review of the proposed exemption list has been
prepared with the assistance of Charles Lamoureux, Botany, and Doak Cox and
Jacquelin N. Miller of the Environmental Center. Informal discussions were held
with other members of the University faculty and staff to assist in the evaluation
of the broad topics covered. We appreciate the opportunity to have reviewed these
proposed exemptions.
cc: R. E. Marland, OEQC
~a C. Cox, Dlrector
